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The invention described herein was made by employees 
of the United States Government and may be mmu- 
factured and used by or for the Government for govers- 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates to machine tools, and more 
particularly to a method and apparatus for machining 
geometrical cones on a machine lathe. 
Geometrical cones of precise configuration are used 
for a wide variety and multitude of purposes. Elliptical 
cones, for example, are frequently required as models 
for aerodynamic surfaces which are to be subjected to 
wind tunnel tests, and the like. However, the fabrica- 
tion of a geometrical cone having a cross section other 
than circular has heretofore been a very difficult and 
time consuming operation. One earlier method used for 
the fabrication of geometrical cones required the tedious 
fashioning of a handmade wooden pattern from which 
castings could then be made, if desired. The castings 
then had to 'be carefully ground and machined to de- 
sired dimensions. An alternative method using a cutting 
lathe for producing an elliptical cone required several 
machine operations to be performed on a suitable piece 
of stock material in which numerous elliptical station 
cuts were successively made on the stock. Careful grind- 
ing and handwork was then required to smooth the sur- 
face of the cone, with consequent inaccuracies. Furthsr- 
more, while machines have been devised which are ca- 
pable of machining surfaces of revolution, these have 
been very elaborate, complex, and expensive forms of 
apparatus. 
The method and apparatus of this invention which 
have been devised to overcome the limitation of prior 
techniques and apparatus arc particularly useful i i  fab- 
ricating geometrical cones of precise configurations. By 
the method of this invention, the particular geometrical 
cone which is to be formed is preferably made from a 
selected workpiece of suitable stock material. A pattern 
cam having the same shape as the cross section of the 
desired geometrical cone is then mounted directly to 
one end of the workpiece, and the two are mounted on 
the lathe chuck and located thereon with thek axes coin- 
cident with the lathe spindle axis. 
A novel apparatus is also utilized which is mounted 
on the lathe and includes a cam follower placed in en- 
gagement with the edge of the pattern cam. The cam 
follower is carried on one end of an elongate slider 
bar which is mounted for linea! movement in the plane 
of the cam, and therefore perpendicular to the lathe 
spindle axis. Also connected to the slider bar is a tracer 
guide bar which is slidably and pivotally connected to 
a fixed point on the slider bar by a pin and slot con- 
nection. The tracer guide bar is also mounted at one 
end for pivotal movement about a pivot fixed relative to 
the lathe body, whereby rotation of the cam on the 
lathe spindle will cause the cam follower to follow its 
contour and the movements of the cam follower are 
translated by lineal movements of the slider bar to oscil- 
latory pivotal movements of the tracer guide bar. 
To  commence the machining of the geometric cone, 
the tracing stylus of a conventional lathe tracer attach- 
ment is placed directly at the pivot of the tracer guide 
bar and a cutting tool mounted on the lathe cross slide 
is positioned with its cutting edge applied to the work- 
piece at its axis of rotation. As the pattern cam is ro- 
tated the lathe carriage is driven towards the workpiece, 
5 whereby the tracing stylus moves along a guiding sur- 
face provided along the center line of the tracer guide 
bar. The resulting oscillatory pivotal movements of the 
tracer guide bar caused by the in-and-out movement of 
the slider bar produces similar movements of the tracing 
stylus as it moves along the tracer guide bar. The cut- 
ting tool, as controlled by the lathe tracer attachment, 
then moves in correspondence with the tracing stylus to 
machine the workpiece to the form of a geometric cone 
with a cross sectional configuration corresponding to the 
15 sh2pe of the pattern cam, and a taper which corresponds 
directly to the angular position of the tracer guic'e bar 
relative to the lathe spindle axis. 
Other objects and inany of the attendant advantages 
of this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
20 become 'better understood by reference to the follow- 
ing detailed description when considered in connection 
with the accompanying drawings in which like reference 
numerals designate like parts throughout the figures there- 
of, and wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic plan view showing the apparatus 
of this invention as arranged on a lathe and used co- 
operatively therewith in machining a woi kpiece to the 
form of a geometrical cone; and 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the 
30 novel lathe attachment apparatus of this invention simi- 
lar to that shown in FIG. 1. 
Referring more particularly to the drawings, there is 
shown in FIG. 1 the novel apparatus of this invention 
as it is used with a lathe to machine a geometric cone, 
35 which for purposes of illustration will be described here- 
in as used for the turning of an elliptical cone. A work- 
piece 10 of suitable stock material is selected, and an 
elliptical pattern cam 15 which is configured to the rhape 
representing the desired cross section of the geometric 
(Q cone to be machined is then affixed to the base of the 
workpiece in any suitable manner. The two pieces are 
then mounted on a lathe chuck to be adapted for ro- 
tation by the lathe spindle 16. As shown in FIG. 1, 
the cam and workpiece are centrally mounted with re- 
45 spect to the spindle axis, and with the cam disposed in a 
plane perpendicular to the spindle axis. 
A novel lathe attachment apparatus is mounted on the 
lathe which comprises a support plate 20 mounted hori- 
zontally and parallel with the spindle axis on support 
5.0 posts, or the like, fixed to the lathe body. A slider bar 
25 which carries a cam follower 26 at one end thereof 
is (mounted for lineal sliding movement on the surface 
of the plate 20 and in the plane of the pattern cam 
15. The slider bar is positioned between la pair of guide 
55 rollers 31 located near the front edge 21 of the plate 
and a similar pair of rollers 32 located near the opposite 
edge of the plate. The rollers of each pair engage the 
opposite sides of the slider bar and permit sliding lineal 
movement of the bar 25 in the plane of the cam and 
60 radially with respect to the spindle axis. Also fitted over 
the slider bar to prevent it from being raised from the 
support plate 20 is a U-shaped bracket 35 which is bolt- 
ed or otherwise secured to the support plate 2@. The 
bracket 35 does not clamp the slider bar, but is only 
65 loosely engaged therewith so as not to interfere with its 
sliding movement. 
The cam follower 26 which is placed in engagement 
with the edge of cam 15 is in the fonm of a roller jour- 
nalled for rotation on the yoked end of the slider bar. 
70 The cam follower is spring-biased into engagement with 
the edge of the cam 15 by means of a coiled spring 37 
which is fixed at one end to an appendage 38 on one 
25 
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side of the slider bar, and at its other end to an anchor cutting tool T, as controlled by the lathe tracer attach- 
pin 39 located near the front edge of the plate. ment, also moves in unison with the tracing stylus and 
Also mounted on the support plate 20 is a tracer guide cuts the surface of the workpiece to the form of an ellipti- 
bar 40 which is pivotally mounted near one end on a cal cone. 
pivot post 41 fixed to the plate 20. The tracer guide 5 As shown in FIG. 1, it will be noted that the linear 
bar 40 which is pivotally mounted near one end on a distance Z1 of the tracing stylus SBB from the pivot of the 
forms fa guiding surface extending axially along the guide guide bar is proportional to the distance Z2 of the cut- 
bar and coplanar with its pivot axis. The tracer guide ting tool edge from the vertex of the geometric cone. 
bar is also slidably and pivotally connected to the slides Also, the angular position a of the tracer guide bar from 
bar 25 by a pin and slot connection wherein a pin 43 the reference line parallel to the lathe spindle ZiiS is 
which protrudes from the upper surface of the slider bar exactly equal to the semi-vertex angle B of the geo- 
is engaged in an elongate slot 44 in the tracer guide bar. metric cone at each point of its contact with the cut- 
It will therefore be seen that as the elliptical cam I5 is ting tool and the distance 1' of the tracing stylus from 
rotated on the lathe spindle, the cam follower follows the reference line is therefore equal to the distance Y2 
the edge of the cam, whereby its movements, due to the 15 of the cutting tool edge from the axis of the cone. 
variation in distance of the cam edge from the cam axis, Since an elliptical pattern cam is used in the illustra- 
are translated by lineal movements of the slider bar to tion herein described, an elliptical cone is produced. This 
oscillatory pivotal movements of the tracer guide bar. novel method and apparatus is, of course, readily adapted 
In conjunction with the apparatus described above, the to the machining of other types of geometric cones. The 
tracing stylus JO of a conventional lathe tracer attach- 20 only requirement is that a pattern cam be used which has 
ment is used with the tracer guide bar to control the the cross-sectional configuration of the geometric cone 
movements of a cutting tool T when applied to the work- which is desired. The paxticular taper of the cone is, of 
piece. In preparing the apparatus for a machining op- course, determined by the selection of the angle 01 or ths 
eration, the tracing stylus is placed against the tracer bar angular connection of the tracer guide bar with the slider 
guide surface 42 directly a t  the pivot of the tracer bar 25 bar. 
40. This location may be accurately determined by rotat- From the above description it will be noted that this 
ing the lathe spindle to produce oscillatory pivotal move- invention makes possible the machining of geometric 
ment of the tracer guide bar. The stylus is then accu- cones to very close-tolerance configurations, even though 
rately placed at the pivot when there is no detectable they may be of unusual cross-section and taper. In the 
movement of the stylus. 30 production of irregular shaped cones by this invention, a 
As best shown in FIG. 2, the tracing stylus 50 is surface accuracy of rt.0005 inch is usual. Furthermore, 
carried on a support arm 53 which is adjustably and the apparatus by which it is achieved comprises an unusu- 
pivotally mounted at one end on an upright post 54 ally simple and inexpensive attachment which may be 
secured in fixed position on the cross-slide 62. n e  PO- mounted on any lathe and used in conjunction with a 
sition of the tracing stylus is adjustable along the length 3.5 conventional lathe tracer attachment. By its simple mode 
of an elongate slot 95 which extends along the arm 53. of operation, the use of complex and expensive machinery 
A lock nut 56 is provided for locking the arm 91 in a Or time consuming, costly hand operations becomes un. 
selected angular position, and similar lock means is pro- necessary. 
vided for locking the tracing stylus in a fixed position If desired for purposes of facilitating the machining 
along the slot on the arm 53. 4Q operation, the workpiece of bar stock material may bu 
The cutting tool T is car r id  on a conventional tool Previously formed in conventional manner as a slightly 
post QQ such as the Model BX tool post which is a prod- oversized circular cone, larger than the cone which is to 
uct of the Aloris Tool Co. The tool post is fixed on be made therefrom. The circular cone is mounted CO- 
a compound slide 68 which in turn is suitably positioned axially on the spindle and the cutting tool edge is placed 
at a fixed location on the lathe carriage cross-slide 62. 45 at its vertex to commence the machining of a geometric 
The tool is positioned at a suitable cutting angle rela- cone- This may, of course, reduce the number of machin- 
tive to the workpiece, with its cutting edge applied to ing operations which may be required to machine the 
the workpiece at a point coincident with the spindle axis workpiece to its ultimate form as a geometric cone. 
and representing the vertex of the geometric cone. What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 
the carriage cross-slide which is movable transversely 1. For use with a lathe comprising a rotary spindle and 
thereon, and the compound slide are well known to those having a lathe carriage mounted for movement in the di- 
skilled in the art, so that further description of these rection of the spindle axis and a cross-slide mounted on 
parts is not deemed nxessary. Further, the lathe tracer the lathe carriage for transverse movement relative there- 
attachment which guides the cutting tool is of any con- 55 to, a lathe attachment apparatus for machining geometric 
ventional type such as one which includes a hydraulic cone% said apparatus comprising: 
ram fixed to the lathe carriage and operatively connected a workpiece; 
to the cross-slide to produce controlled lateral move- a pattern cam having the cross sectional configuration 
ments of the cross-slide, and therefore the cutting tool of the geometric cone which is to be machined, said 
as the tracing stylus moves toward or away from the 60 cam and workpiece being mounted on the lathe spin- 
lathe spindle axis. For purposes of this invention, a lathe dle with the cam disposed coaxial with the spindle 
tracer attachment known as a 45" Air Gauge Tracer, axis, whereby the cam and workpiece are rotatable 
which is a product of the Monarch Machine Tool Co., by rotation of said spindle; 
might be suitably employed. In this model the stylus cam follower means disposed in engagement with the 
pneumatically controls a hydraulic power unit which 65 peripheral edge of the cam, whereby a reciprocating 
actuates the ram. Various other types of lathe tracer at- lineal motion wiU be imparted to the cam follower 
tachments could also be suitably used. means by rotation of the cam; 
It will therefore be apparent that as the lathe carriage a tracer bar guide mounted for pivotal movement about 
is driven towwds the workpiece by either manual or auto- 7o a pivot fixed with respect to the lathe body and slid- 
matic means, the tracing stylus 50 moves along the guide ably and pivotally connected to said cam follower 
surface of the tracer guide bar, and the oscillatory piv- means, whereby reciprocating lineal motion of the 
otal movements of the tracer guide bar which are pro- cam follower means imparted by rotation of the cam 
duced by the in-and-out movements of the cam follower is converted to oscillatory pivotal movement of the 
will like wise be imparted to the tracing stylus. The 75 tracer bar guide, said tracer bar guide having a 
The operation and function of the lathe carriage 63, 50 Patent is: 
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straight guide surface thereon which is coplanar with 
the axis of said tracer bar pivot; 
tracing stylus fixedly mounted with respect to the 
lathe cross-slide and disposed in engagement with the 
guiding surface of said tracer bar guide, whereby the 
tracing stylus is adapted to follow said guide surface 
as the lathe carriage is driven towards the workpiece; 
cutting tool mounted on the cross-slide and posi- 
tioned with its cutting edge applied to the workpiece 
at the rotarv axis thereof: and 
lathe tracer attachment means for moving said cutting 
tool in direct correspondence with the movement of 
said tracing stylus whereby as the lathe carriage is 
moved towards the workpiece, it is machined by the 
cutting tool to the form of a geometric cone having 
a cross sectional configuration corresponding to the 
shape of the pattern cam and a taper which corre- 
sponds to the angular position of the tracer guide 
bar relative to the lathe spindle axis. 
2. A lathe attachment apparatus as defined in claim P 
wherein said cam follower means comprises an elongate 
slider bar mounted on the lathe for sliding lineal move- 
ment in a direction perpendicular to the lathe spindle axis, 
said slider bar having a roller journalled for rotation on 
one end of the slider bar and disposed in engagement with 
the edge of said cam whereby rotation of the cam imparts 
a reciprocating lineal motion to the slider bar and oscilla- 
tory pivotal movement of the tracer bar guide. 
3. For use with a lathe comprising a rotary spindle 
and having a lathe carriage mounted for movement in the 
direction of the spindle axis and a cross-slide mounted on 
the lathe carriage for transverse movement relative there- 
to, an apparatus for machining geometric cones, said ap- 
paratus comprising: 
a pattern cam having the cross sectional configuration 
of the geometric cone which is to be machined, said 
cam being mounted on the lathe spindle in coaxial 
relationship and adapted to be rotated therewith; 
cam follower means disposed in engagement with the 
peripheral edge of the cam, whereby a reciprocating 
lineal motion is impartable to the cam follower means 
by rotation of the cam; 
means for translating the reciprocating lineal motion of 
the cam follower means to oscillatory pivotal move- 
ment, said means comprising a tracer bar guide 
which is mounted for pivotal movement about a pivot 
fixed with respect to the lathe body and is slidably 
and pivotally connected to said cam foilower means, 
said tracer bar guide having a straight guide surface 
thereon which is coplanar with the tracer bar pivot 
axis; 
a tracing stylus disposed in engagement with the guid- 
ing surface of said tracer bar guide, means for fix- 
edly mounting said tracing stylus with respect to the 
lathe cross-slide whereby the tracing stylus follows 
said guide surface as the lathe carriage is driven to- 
wards said workpiece; 
a cutting tool mounted on the cross-slide and adapted 
to be applied to a workpiece at the rotary axis there- 
of when the workpiece is also mounted on said spin- 
dle; and 
lathe tracer attachment means for moving said cutting 
tool in direct correspondence with movements of said 













wards said cam and the spindle is rotated whereby 
when the cutting tool is applied to a workpiece 
mounted on the spindle at the rotary axis thereof, 
the workpiece is machined to the form of a geo- 
metric cone having a cross sectional configuration 
corresponding to the shape of the pattern cam and a 
taper which corresponds directly to the angular posi- 
tion of the tracer guide bar relative to the lathe 
spindle axis. 
4. A lathe attachment apparatus as defined in claim 3 
wherein said cam follower means comprises an elongate 
slider bar mounted on the lathe for sliding lineal move- 
ment in a direction perpendicular to the lathe spind!e 
axis, said slider bar having a roller journalled for rota- 
tion on one end of the slider bar and disposed in engage- 
ment with the edge of said cam whereby rotation of the 
cam imparts a reciprocating lineal motion to the slider 
bar and oscillatory pivotal movement of the tracer bar 
guide. 
5. For use with a lathe comprising a rotary spindle 
and having a lathe carriage mounted for movement in the 
direction of the spindle axis and a cross-slide mounted on 
the lathe carriage for transverse movement relative there- 
to, an apparatus for machining geometric cones, said 
apparatus comprising: 
a pattern cam having the cross sectional configuration 
of the geometric cone which is to be machined, said 
cam being mounted on the lathe spindle in coaxial 
relationship and adapted to be rotated therewith; and 
cam follower means disposed in engagement with the 
peripheral edge of the cam, whereby a reciprocating 
lineal motion is impartable to the cam follower means 
by rotation of the cam; 
means for translating the reciprocating lineal motion 
of the cam follower means to oscillatory pivotal 
movement, said means comprising a tracer bar guide 
which is mounted for pivotal movement about a pivot 
fixed with respect to the lathe body and is slidably 
and pivotally connected to said cam follower means, 
said tracer bar guide having a straight guide surface 
thereon which is coplanar with the tracer bar pivot 
axis whereby the tracing stylus of a lathe tracer 
means may be fixedly mounted on the lathe cross- 
slide and disposed in tracing engagement with said 
guide surface to control the movements of a cut- 
ting tool when applied to a workpiece mounted for 
rotation on the lathe spindle and thereby machine 
the workpiece to the form of a geometric cone as the 
carriage is driven towards the spindle and the spin- 
dle is rotated. 
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